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CORRESPONDENCE

c/o Joyce Fyfe

Editor’s Note

Owen

Hello Everyone
It is time to say our goodbyes. Yes, our tenure, as a SAMS Committee, is up after a three great years . It has been very rewarding
to serve all of you wonderful swimmers and to face all the challenges that were thrown at us. Not least, the ongoing
negotiations, or lack thereof, with Swimming South Africa.
There is one final message from our President, who has been a stalwart, together with Derek Fyfe and Craig Stanton, in trying
to find a solution with SSA. Thank you Anton, Derek and Craig and Halton. There is also one final update from Derek Fyfe.
In this issue, we have focused on the Open Water event to be held on the Sunday the 20th March. For all those who have
entered, there are some excellent tips on entering and exiting the surf. There has also been a surge in long, extreme and open
water events. The gist of this news letter shows just the trend going into 2016. Back in the pool, Terry Downes will once again
impart some of his invaluable knowledge, which is always a very interresting and good read. We can all still learn as we
progress and grow a little older. If wisdom came with age, I would be a bloody genius.
Included in this issue is the final newsletter update for Durban 2016 with points of interest to help you enjoy Nationals to the
fullest. I know first-hand that the committee have been working around the clock and I wish them every success. Thank you
Merle and team.
Once again the regional roundup gives you an insight as to what is happening in the regions. I look forward to seeing everyone
at Nationals. For me that is always my highlight of the year.
Till we chat again, take good care and remember.
Just Keep Swimming.
Hugs to all from me.

Message from the President

Anton

Dear Master Swimmer
This is the last newsletter from your current committee as next month, your new SAMS committee – Gauteng Masters, will
take over the reins. We wish them well and good luck in furthering and promoting the cause of our great sport – Masters
Swimming.
According to SSA, in its new structures, SAMS will remain but as a technical committee with the responsibility of looking after
the technical issues of all Masters activities including Waterpolo, Synchronised Swimming, Diving, Open Water Swimming and
of course Swimming.
It is the opinion of SAMS as well as those in legal profession that SSA has completely misconstrued FINA’s constitution by
insisting that the Masters movement within a Nation must be managed by a technical committee.
This is just one of some twenty-one causes of frustration SAMS has had in attempting to have a meaningful dialogue with SSA
to find an acceptable solution for Masters Swimming within SSA’s revised structures. Please refer to the article below headed
“Twenty-one Reasons.”
I look forward to meeting you all next month at the Durban Nationals. Keep well, train hard and travel safely.
Yours in swimming,
Anton.

STATUS WITH SSA
TWENTY-ONE REASONS
Most of you are aware that SAMS is having a hard time in trying to ensure that Masters Swimming (MS) in SA remains alive let alone grow
and prosper. With the disappearance of two well-known and loved, long established clubs and a 16% drop in membership for the current
season alone many masters are extremely unhappy and dissatisfied with the performance of SSA in the current way it is attempting to manage
MS.
It is appreciated that the vast majority of masters want to avoid the “politics” of the sport and just wish to participate and to enjoy the fitness,
fun and camaraderie that are the essential ingredients of Masters Swimming.
Nonetheless it is only fair to inform you that SAMS has sought legal advice and has decided, after some 4 years in attempting to find amicable
solutions to the differences between SAMS and SSA, the only way forward now is to lodge a formal dispute against SSA (as is provided for in
SSA’s constitution) and that this will be effected through taking a legal route.
SAMS is extremely fortunate in having within its ranks a number of attorneys and advocates and one such person has kindly volunteered to
assist SAMS at no cost (other than to cover personal expenses which may occur from time to time) and we are sure there are others.
SAMS’ dissatisfaction with SSA has been crystallized in a report entitled simply “Twenty-One Reasons” and this will be used as a starting point
by SAMS’ attorneys and for anyone else that has an interest in this ongoing saga.
Thank you to all our master swimmers for support and understanding during these difficult times. Be assured that SAMS (notwithstanding
the change in committee) will continue to do what it believes to be right for Masters and to keep you to abreast of developments and progress.
Just keep swimming!
SAMS Committee

THE MASTERS MOVEMENT AS PROVIDED FOR BY ASA
ASA stands for Amateur Swimming Association. This is the national governing body for aquatics in England and is equivalent to our SSA. ASA’s
2015 Handbook on Masters (which may be found on their website) provides an excellent resume of how ASA provides for Masters Swimming
and this may be of particular interest to many given SAMS’ current standing with SSA. Set out below are some of the highlights taken from
the Handbook.















As part of the introduction a quote from FINA is provided: “The vibrant Masters movement actively promotes fitness, friendship and
understanding through its five disciplines; swimming; diving; water polo; synchronised swimming and open water swimming” The
Handbook, however, focuses on swimming with the key ingredient being “fitness, friendship and fun” as applied to Masters swimming.
The Handbook stresses that Masters swimming is for anyone, 18 years+, who want to swim regularly with likeminded adults in a
structured environment. Masters swimming is about enjoyment, about setting your own goals (not goals other people set for you!); you
don’t have to be an expert swimmer to participate in competitions and you don’t have to win (unless you want to!). This is a key
differential between Masters’ swimmers and other categories of swimmers.
The administration of the Masters movement is handled within ASA by a Masters Swimming Committee (NB: not a Masters Technical
Committee!). Masters have access to the Masters Swimming Committee through county and regional representatives. A Masters
conference is held annually. Further, ASA has a dedicated Masters officer looking after the interests of Masters Swimmers.
FINA’s technical rules and regulations for Masters are applied to the running and the management of competitions.
To be classed as a Masters swimmer in England you need to be registered with an ASA swimming club. This could be a Masters only club
or a club that is open to both adult and junior swimmers. As part of joining a club you also become a member of ASA. Most clubs offer
a free trial period, allowing prospective members to experience a club session first hand.
ASA membership provides for three different categories of Masters swimmers: Category 1 is for anyone who wants to swim but only at
local competitions; Category 2 is for those who want to compete in any type (level) of competition and Category 3 are those who just
want to be club members to assist in administration and not compete at all.
ASA organizes two national competitions annually; a long course and a short course champs.
ASA has three awards allocated to Masters for specific achievements or meritorious service to Masters.
The ASA Handbook makes no reference to an ASA Masters Technical Committee.

To conclude, thanks to Allen (Daffy) Morrison for providing the Handbook and perhaps, food for thought for the policy makers at SSA. And,
no doubt, as you may have observed, much is very similar to what we had under SSA’s old constitution and what SAMS is dedicated to in
trying to preserve!
Just keep swimming.
Derek Fyfe

OPEN WATER SWIMMING

Ann Gray

We have an excellent article that is very informative for those who
are doing the upcoming Maters Nationals 2016 Surf Swim.

Survive the Surf.
Entrances and exits in Open Water Swims.
At the start of every triathlon or open water race, certain people hesitate—intimidated by the crashing surf. Waves continuously hit
them, their energy wanes. By the time they find the courage to dive through the waves, they're exhausted. Follow the ti ps below to
conquer your open water entrances and exits.
Acquaint Yourself with Waves. It all starts with practice. Plan some open water training before the race to get used to possible
conditions you'll experience in competition. If possible, train at the event's location to acclimate yourself with that environment.
Always swim with others and make sure a lifeguard is on duty before heading out. Tell the lifeguard your plans so they'll kee p an eye
on you.
Ask if there are any conditions—such as rip currents or other hazards—that you should be aware of before swimming in the open
ocean. If you're at a beach with a buoy or other marker to swim to, let the life guard know your route.
Scout the Surf
Whether training or racing, start your swim by standing on the beach and observing the surf. Study any noticeable currents. R ip
currents will appear as a smooth section in the water. To spot a current, note which way o ther swimmers or surfers are getting pulled
or floating.
Once you have looked at the conditions, you'll want to make sure there are no surprises on your route into the ocean. Wade in thighdeep water to see what the ocean floor is like, or if there is a drop off or any holes or rocks to be aware of. Sometimes, standing in
the water can tell you when a strong current is present.
Now you're ready to start your swim. Ask yourself: does your race begin with a running start from the beach? Or do you begin already
in the water? You'll prepare yourself and gain confidence by practicing your entrances as you'll do them in competition.
Go for it
Move continuously forward past the breakwater and to the first buoy to ensure a fast swim. Remember —never stop.
If you start on the beach, run through the water until it reaches about knee-height. At that point, do a high-knee run, lifting your legs
out of the water. When the water is above knee-height, it's time to start dolphin diving.
A dolphin dive is a shallow dive where you push forward off the ground with your legs and dive just under the surface of the water.
When dolphin diving, keep your head tucked between your outstretched arms with your biceps squeezing your ears. Do not look u p.
This is important for both speed and safety. Start with shallow dolphin dives and push off the ground each time to propel yourself
forward.
Dive under the waves breaking in front of you. As soon as the wave starts to form, dive deep enough to touch the sand with yo ur
fingertips. Find the calm spot under every wave and let the wave go over your head. Push forward off the ground so, rather than
coming straight up, you continue to move forward the entire time. If another wave is crashing, take a deep breath and repeat the dive
and forward push-off. Usually, waves crash in water that is shallow enough for you to touch the ground.
The worst thing you can do is run out to knee-height water and stand there as waves crash on you—knocking you backwards and using up
energy. Never stand upright once past knee-height water. Keep your head down and dive forward.
The correct sequence is: Run—high knees—dolphin dives—swim straight through. Once you start running, stick to this pattern and you'll be
at the first buoy in no time. Avoid a sequence of: Run—stop and turn your back on the waves--wander out a little farther until the waves
come again—stop and turn your back again and get knocked toward the shore.

How Do I Get Back to Shore?
When you've made it to the home stretch, pick a spot on shore near the finish and use it to swim toward. As you reach the area where waves
are forming, use their momentum to help push you forward. Instead of a slight turn to the side to breathe, turn your head a little more and
peek behind you to see what's coming. If a wave is nearing, swim harder and try to gain momentum from it. Above all, stay calm.
Continue to swim once the waves are crashing. If one is about to crash on you, take a deep breath, put your hands over your head in the
dolphin-diving position and bodysurf back to shore. Continue to hold your breath and maintain a streamlined position with your arms
outstretched in front of you.
If you don't catch a wave, still try to use its momentum to push you forward. When you can touch the ground, begin dolphin diving. Swim
until your belly is on the sand. The waves and white water will continue to push you to the shore, eliminating the need to expend energy
running through the water. The more practice you have with open water, the calmer and more confident you'll be during competition, helping
to ensure a strong start to your race. Be safe and have fun. Rachel Cosgrove is a USAT Level 1 certified triathlon coach. She owns and operates
Results Fitness in Santa Clarita, Calif. She is also a coach for the Greater Los Angeles Team in Training Triathlon team. Check out her website
at www.rachelcosgrove.com and her blog.

CAPITAL - K SWIM at Midmar Dam. KZN Masters Results
Congratulations to KZN Masters Swimmers who took part in the various distances in "choppy" conditions.
Les Hadenham completed the 10km swim but unfortunately John Harley had to withdraw after 6km with hypothermia.
Mandy Koegelenberg, Sally Ralfe, Alison McBey, Gerhard van Rooijen, Jimmy Hughes and Dawn Rode completed the 3km swim.
In the 1km the following swimmers took placings in their respective age groups. Joan Schiever won a bronze medal, Beverley Shuttleworth a
silver whilst Sally Ralfe and Jenny Ireland each won gold. Di Hughes and Ann Gray also swam the 1km.
Well done to you all.

The inaugural Dam2Dam swim took place last weekend
The event was organised by Geoff and Peta Harrison with swimmers, Heather Campbell, Clare Davie, Peter and Barbara Lavett (Bowley),
Helen Lucre, Trevor du Plessis, Dom and Wim, Geoff Harrison and Ann Gray, participating. Anthony Gray joined the group
late Saturday afternoon.
It began on the Friday at 2pm with a “Meet and Greet” at the Start area of the Midmar Mile.
The following day the swimmers swam at Wagondrift dam, before heading to Cathedral Peak Wine Estate outside Winterton. The group then
moved on to Tugela River Lodge for sundowners and a braai overlooking the Tugela River.
On Sunday morning the swimmers went down to Spionkop Dam in the shadow of Spionkop Hill where the famous battle was fought on
24th January 1900. Safety was a priority thanks to Peta Harrison and Hank Pike in a paddle ski with Dave Davie keeping a watchful eye with
binoculars from the shore. Ann Gray wore an orange swim safety device giving her and the group peace of mind.
The daily swims were approximately 3km except for the first day.
For more information about the swim and future swims contact Peta Harrison
goneswimming.ph@gmail.com

By Terry Downes

It is all about ME.
Swimming is an individual sport.
Focus, cut out external factors.
Deep breaths, exhale, get rid of carbon dioxide.
I will not breathe. I look at the 50m stretch of water to the end.
My heart is already racing, the deep breaths calm me down, a little.
As I exhale I try to keep my shoulders from tensing up.
Quick off the block, get to the surface quickly, head down.
Deliberately the first four strokes are long, then, keeping the stroke length, increase stroke rate, feel the power.
I am aware of the need to breathe. It is too early, I minimise it, concentrate on stroke length and rhythm.
Ten metres to go, I feel the need to breathe more urgently insistent. Only a few seconds, I can do it.
Savagely I minimise it again, there are more important things to focus on. Keep the awareness of where the power
is, the end is near, maintain rhythm, don’t try to suddenly “sprint” the final five metres, I am already swimming at
maximum speed.
Start thinking of the finish. Resist the temptation to lift the head to look for the wall, the T will tell me exactly where
I am.
There it is. I must make a small adjustment to the second last stroke and then as I pull long, I reach as far ahead as
I can, fingers outstretched, still kicking hard, head down, my momentum drives me to the touchpad.
Intensely selfish.
Don’t even look at the person next to me, it will not help, it only distracts.
Knowing where the other swimmers are, does not help.
I must swim my own race.
As fast as I can.

Durban March 2016
February

2016

Opening Ceremony
Weather permitting we will hold the Opening Ceremony around the outdoor pool. Food and entertainment
will be in the marquee once the formalities have been dealt with.
The 10, 20 and 30 year awards will be presented at the Opening Ceremony by our guest speaker.
Hint: If you enjoy Open Water Swimming, be there!
The raffle tickets will be drawn for three worthwhile vouchers. If you unable to attend the Opening Ceremony
and you are a raffle winner you will still be eligible for your prize.
There will also be some lucky draw prizes for tickets to some of the exciting activities at the Moses Mabhida
Stadium. To win one of these you will have to be in attendance at the Opening Ceremony.

The Marquee
We are very privileged to have been given the use of a large marquee which will be placed alongside the
outdoor pool for the duration of the Championships. This will be near the food court where swimmers will be
able to sit and enjoy meals or just relax, chill and have some time out with friends.
The AGM will also take place in the marquee.

Food – Food - Food
Good NEWS for Clubs!
Kevin Hughes from Marine Catering will be in charge of all our main catering at the pool for swimmers
and officials.
A menu has been arranged for food on a daily basis. A copy of this will be found in your programs. You
will be able to purchase Breakfast in the early morning, snacks throughout the day, lunch and whatever
you require after that.
Opening Ceremony. At the Opening Ceremony On Wed 16th a worthwhile complimentary array of
snacks will be provided.
Happy Hour. For those who have purchased Happy Hour Tickets with your entry forms, a tasty meal will
be served.
If you did not get one, Happy Hour Tickets will be on sale from Kevin at the main food court from
Wednesday 16th till Happy Hour.
Important NEWS for Clubs regarding food availability on Thursday evening at the Pool.
Kevin from Marine Catering, is very happy to accommodate any clubs on the Thursday evening that may
want to arrange a club dinner in the marquee for their swimmers. He is willing to chat to each individual
club with regard to their choice of meal. He will quote each club individually and clubs are to pay him
directly. The marquee holds +- 400 people so there is room for all. This does need to be arranged and
booked by 3rd March for catering purposes. If clubs support this, entertainment could also be arranged.

Things to do - Places to visit

The Moses Mabhida stadium hosted the 2010 FIFA World Cup. It is located in the Kings Park Sporting
Precinct across the road from Kings Park Pool. The stadium is unique and distinct due to its arch of
triumph style. It has won many prestigious awards for its design, infrastructure, construction, safety and
sustainability. The design of the stadium makes it possible to hold sporting events such as rugby, cricket
and athletics over and above soccer. The stadium has also been used as a venue for various other forms
of events and entertainment.
There is a Visitors Centre that has all the information about the stadium, its facilities and attractions.
Not only is the Moses Mabhida a tourist attraction, it has a variety of attractions visitors can indulge in
such as:
The Adventure Walk: The southern part of the arch is used for adventure walks. These walks are guided
by qualified instructors. The walk up and back down the arch consists of roughly 550 steps. The
Adventure walk is usually in groups of 10 and is dependent on weather conditions.
The Skycar: The Skycar operates on the northern part of the arch from ground level to the top of the
arch where people can disembark and enjoy the view of the beautiful city of Durban and magnificent
views of the Indian Ocean. On the return of the Skycar, viewers embark and enjoy the slow ride down.
The Skycar can take up to 20 people.

Stadium Tours: There are different tours of various time frames. Should you wish to go on a tour please
go to the Visitors Centre for more information or brochures.

The ‘Big Rush’ Swing
The “Big Swing” is an exciting adrenaline rush and an exhilarating experience! You will have a quick
technique demo practice in the practice area once harnessed up.
Qualified instructors assist you at all times. The jump is from a platform and the Jump Crew make sure
you are safely harnessed before you take the plunge and swing out up to 220metres below the famous
arch. YOU can relive the experience as you are hoisted back up to the ledge for the descent down the
arch steps. A recording of your swing can be purchased at the Base Café to take home to show family
and friends. We already have some SPECIALS for you but are still negotiating, so exciting times ahead.

SEE YOU IN DURBS

Regional and Club News
Tshwane
OUR February PROFILE is

Herman Van Der Westhuizen

We are very proud to have Herman Van Der Westhuizen in Coelacanths.
Herman we congratulate you on this amazing feat. You really are one very
special person who just epitomizes warmth, generosity, kindness and
compassion. One hell of a guy.

He has completed crossing the English Channel and has swum
a couple of Bloubergstrand to Robben Island swims as well. He
is definitely Tshwane’s Madswimmer!
Article courtesy of The Rekord.

The men who took part in the swim episode on
the last day of Madswimmers expedition in the
mountains posing for the camera next to the
Tres Cruces Norte more, 5905 meters above
sea level in the crater of the Ojos del Salado
volcano in Chile.
It's quite strange how many engineers meet a man with
strange and extreme hobbies.
Take but Herman van der Westhuizen, chemical engineer from
Pretoria as an example. In his day job is Herman a man who
respects the laws of the natural sciences to the limit. But in his
hobby, he challenged these laws regularly.
Van der Westhuizen has a penchant for cold water - he is one of those men who is only a speedometer dressed in icy cold water
swimming. Until recently he was second in the South African championships in ysswem. In addition he is one of the few people who have
been successful between Robben Island and Bloubergstrand swim. Further still his hunger adrenaline and extreme challenges through
participation in the famous Ironman competition.
This hobby is not only the challenge of cold water. This Van der Westhuizen realized he was part of recently a group of men who set a new
world record for the people at the highest altitude above sea level even in a natural pool of water could swim.
Together with Jean Craven, the founder of the charity Madswimmer and another friend, Chris Marthinusen and two men in wetsuits (Evan
Feldman and Milton Brest) Van der Westhuizen for five minutes in water at -2 degrees Celsius in the Tres Cruces Norte more, 5905 meters
above sea level, inside in a volcano swam in the Andesberge on the border of Chile and Argentina.
This espedisie however very different from other previous expeditions of men who records set in this extreme sport. Van der Westhuizen
and his friends were not, as in many other cases, a matter that they vehicles or helicopters be downloaded from the ysmeer where they swim
and the cold water was not their biggest challenge. In their case, it was a gruelling expedition, during which they only appropriate more on
the mountain had to look, while under difficult conditions with loose gravelly soil (oorblyfselfs of the volcano) should climb the mountain.

In addition, they had a base camp operating, as the lake where they had to swim was too high above sea level and they due to lack of enough
oxygen there was overnight.
The men on the expedition had to literally a suitable bathing seek, as the rules for the record states that the water in which swam must cover
at least one hectare. The group of 18 men, including doctors, a cook, etc. cameraman included, have camped in a field on the mountain 4500
meters above sea level. From here they go looking for a suitable bathing and when they get it they had planned the final assault on the record.
On the day the assessment made by four o'clock they started climbing the morning, of course, very exhausting for the company due to the
fact that the oxygen becomes less the further they get. They had in conditions ranging from snow to the gravelly rock on the edge of the
volcano climb, after which they could descend again for about 100 meters to the lake.
At more arrived, a blow they struck when the chainsaws that the ice layer on the water would be removed, due to the fact that only 46%
oxygen did not work available.
Plan B was even more exhausting for the swimmers as they pickaxes a pool of water had to want to proclaim. Time was of course always a
factor, since their dark at their base camp had to be back. After a pool of 12 meters long split open is was brave swimmers officially their
record attempt aadurf. "After two hours of pecking at that height is one so lame that you cannot lift your arms and truly voeitjie-for-voeitjie
move. We had to settle for a long time lay in the medical tent to get back our energy when we take hot liquid. It is even at sea level too
dangerous to try swimming in water below freezing when you are cold and you harklop high and low oxygen combines levels, "said Van der
Westhuizen told Record.
Craven was first in the water and then Van der Westhuizen and Marthinisen in their speedos also climbed for a swimming session of five to
seven minutes in the water with a temperature of below freezing. Because of the danger to end up under the ice or biting him in the ice water
they with a harness to the water in the body.
After this, the recovery period under the watchful eye of a doctor beginning in the medical tent before they could return once more to the
base camp.
Van der Westhuizen told him, despite three available meals a day, prepared by a trained chef, still 4kg lost in the two weeks of the
expedition. "Under the circumstances available to the lack of oxygen, you lose your appetite. And in the days on the mountain, especially if
you exceed the base camp, anytime headache of too little oxygen. You will want to eat ", told the father of three children.
He did not want to talk about the costs of the espedisie. "My wife will divorce me if she knew ..." he said with a broad smile.
This material things, however, does not really matter for an adventurer like Herman van der Westhuizen. He knows at least he achieved
something which literally only a handful of people can boast. It will soon be named in the Guinness Book of Records.

N.B. Important dates which will all take place at Hillcrest Pool. N.B.
18th February 2016 –
Tshwane Championships 18h00 Long distance LC
th
20 February 2016 – Tshwane Championships 13h00 to 16h00 Short Distances LC

Tshwane Masters wish you a brilliant 2016 and Nationals!
NTS Championships: We were invited to take part in 4 invitation events during the NTS Championships in December. We had a great time
swimming in front of such a huge crowd of young upcoming swimmers and spectators. This was just to demonstrate to them that swimming
need never stop, it can continue for a lifetime. We keep fit, renew friendships and have great fun while swimming Open Water and Gala
Events as a Master Swimmer.
Herman van der Westhuizen: Set a new world record for swimming at the highest altitude ever with Mad Swimmer group in December. He
is our Tshwane profile this Newsletter. Follow him there. Well done Herman!
Xmas Party: Once again Francois and Rita Burger hosted the Xmas Party at their house in Arcadia. Thank you so much, we all enjoyed it.

Marli, Annemarie, Kim, Claire and Sabine

Vilma Grobler and Francois Burger

6 Hour Relay Gala: This was held on the 9th Jan at Hillcrest Pool. Coelacanths once again had 10 teams including Jan Nel’s team. It was a
fabulous day of fun, renewing friendships and getting fit again after the festive season. Thank you to Easterns for hosting this gala.

Joelle and Lindsay (new members)

Getting results on the lawn

Gauteng Masters
From Wahoo
On 5th December Wahoo Masters and Baby Eels held a
combined gala. Eels were in charge of the call area. This
provided a challenge for the Masters who had to listen and
obey - needing to meet at the call area and be seated in
time – very different from the usual stand around and chit
chat we are used to at these galas. Some even managed to
miss their races as things moved along quickly and
efficiently.
The best part of this gala was a few of the multi-generation
families that participated. Instead of parents shouting for
their kids which is what we are used to – we had some
grandkids collected on the side shouting very loudly and
enthusiastically – “go gran” or “go dad”.
It was a load of fun and something we intend doing on an
annual basis going forward. It sure went a long way to
promoting masters swimming to parents of younger
swimmers and giving the young ones the knowledge that
swimming is forever.
Sue Leuner had 3 generations. The Hattingh family
managed to get Dad in the water even though he never
swims.

From Phoenix
The 24 hour swim was to raise funds for the Lonely Road
Foundation. The aim of the swim was to see how many
kilometres could be swum within a time frame of 24 hours.
One had the option of swimming it as an individual or as a team.
The event started off with the rain coming down and the challenge
of getting in and out the cold water.
29 swimmers took part in this event which was organised by the
MAD swimmers.
Phoenix Masters Swimming Club had a good number of members
taking part, Tyrone, Emile and Nadia as individuals and Jade and
Justine as a relay team. Tyrone managed 57 kms and Jade and
Justine did a total of 72 kms.
We are very proud of our Phoenix swimmers and to all the other
clubs that supported this cause. All the swimmers had their own
challenges during the 24 hours, but ultimately gave their best and
challenged themselves. Well done to all the swimmers.
We also have to mention our seconds who also stayed up all night
and kept us going. Thank You!
The total distance achieved by all swimmers was 860kms.
Thank you to all who made this swim possible, it was a great
success and a lot of fun at the end of the day.
Happy swimming!

Easterns Masters
The Six Hour Relay Gala held at Hillcrest Pool on
the 9th January.
Hi everyone
Another wonderful day. The storm stayed away until after the
presentation and braai. I would like to thanks Joyce, Steph, Gillian,
Craig and everyone who participated and helped to make the 6
hour gala a success.
Owen Sheftz ‘Team Tjops’ won the main trophy covering a
distance of 26.1k. Owens team still holds the record at just over
27k. They were closely followed by ‘Phoenix All Rounders’ with a
distance of 25.550k. This was Tyrone Venter’s team. Gary
Albertyn’s Coelacanths ‘Lightening Bolts’ team were third with a
distance of 25.300k. The ‘Phoenix Old Ducks’ set a new record for
an all ladies team with a distance of 24.550k. This was exceptional
swimming. Seems like the Old Ducks are getting faster with age.
I would like to welcome Danny Vile back into Masters Swimming.
Danny introduced the 6 hour Competition more than 15 years ago.
He was instrumental in introducing the handicap trophy back in
the days. Derek’s ‘Team Mad Cappers’ won this trophy for the
zillionth time and is a permanent fixture in their trophy cabinet.
Sarel Theron 80+, Russel Wolpe 75+ Derek Fyfe 75+ and Ann
Hanson 75+ were the oldest swimmers. A fantastic achievement.
We welcome Richard Townsend to Masters Swimming. Richard
has joined Coelacanths and we hope that he will do many more 6
hours with us.
Mike Semple was back for the day. Great seeing you Mike.
Thank you all for your support. We had 19 teams in total. Let’s
keep Masters Swimming alive and well. Have a positive attitude
and be happy. ‘Happiness loves Company’
Yours in swimming.
Carol van der Walt.

Free State Masters
Hello all from the beautiful Free State.
Our chat today is not swimming related but thanks to swimming teaching us discipline, fitness and enjoyment under pressure we happily and
very excitedly completed a stunning walk.
Antoinette and I recently took part in the Klein Karoo 101. This is a walk that starts in Prince Albert at the bottom of the Swartberg Pass and
ends in Montagu. There were six of us on the walk. We all walked at different speeds, which meant that no one was under pressure to walk
too fast or too slow. We would stop every five to six kms to rest and to have a drink and something to eat. Our transport vehicle remained
with us the entire distance, which meant that we were safe at all times. These walks originally started because so many women wanted to
walk but were scared to walk alone.
We walked between 20 and 25 km a day through some of the most beautiful areas of South Africa – back roads which one normally does not
have the time to frequent. We stayed in B&BS and self-catering cottages. We learnt a little about the environment and about the people who
live in the area. Our luggage was carried for us by the transport vehicle and all meals were excellently prepared. No effort was spared in
making this a memorable trip.
It was food for our souls and a welcome break from work and the humdrum of everyday life.
Evenings were spent around a fire, talking and reminiscing about the day and where our walk had taken us. Stories were shared and new
friends were made – some swimming friends and some friends from different walks of life and not necessarily involved in swimming but in
another sport.
The walk ended a week later in Montagu where we completed a loop among the farms. We also visited a wine farm and were treated to
some wine tasting. The evening ended with a braai and a great deal of joviality. We all received certificates for completing the walk.
Sometimes there is more to life than swimming, even though swimming remains a big priority in our lives. Going on such a walk, gives one
the opportunity to appreciate what a beautiful country we live in. We came home rejuvenated and ready to jump into the pool to continue
with our training for Masters in Durban.

KZN MASTERS

Our profile is The Baker Family

We’re a family of four – one girl and three boys – Annette, Eddie, Tony & Ray (in that order). Our love for swimming started at a very tender
age as our Dad believed that we surely must have inherited some of our Aunt’s genes! Our Aunt, Natalie (Toy) Myburgh, was selected to
swim for SA in the Empire Games in Vancouver in 1954 and the Summer Olympic Games in Melbourne in 1956. Toy was part of the 100m
Freestyle relay team in Melbourne that won a bronze medal (Sue Roberts was also part of that team). Our Dad was so passionate about our
swimming that he was like ‘Daddy Duck’ with his little ducklings in tow, off to the monthly gala’s held within Northern Rhodesia (as it was
known at the time), places like Kitwe, Ndola, Luanshya, Chingola and Mufulira, which was where we lived. In 1963, when we were 11, 10, 6
& 5 years old respectively, we moved to Bulawayo where my Dad got involved in the running of the boys section of the swimming club,
‘Crusaders’. They were three wonderful, fun-filled years of swimming for us all! We then moved on southwards in 1966 and settled in
Amanzimtoti where three of us still live to this day. Tony and his family have settled in Brisbane but he is currently living in SA working on a
project in Richards Bay – he is definitely the nomad in the family! Amanzimtoti did not have too many venues for swimming training but, true
to form, our Dad organised with the manager of the Goodwill Hotel for us to train in their pool. Sadly, our Dad passed away two years later,
leaving us to our own devices – need I say more! He was extremely instrumental in our progress as ‘bad weather’ or ‘don’t feel well’ was not
part of his coaching style – just a lot of gentle persuasion!
Eddie’s story: Once Dad was not with us anymore, I took to surfing until I went to do my Military training in Voortrekker in 1971. After my
stint in the army I started working at the Toyota Assembly plant in Dec 1972 and continued until I retired in 2010. During this time golf was
definitely my preferred sport. My swimming only really began again when my sister and brothers encouraged me to do the Midmar Mile in
1994 and subsequently did 2 more. Standing on the blocks against my brothers has become increasingly daunting but I’ll always be up for the
challenge! I’m coming up for my 9th Nationals now and have enjoyed the journey tremendously! See you all in Durbs!
Tony’s story: I remember my first brave plunge into deep water un-aided was at the Mufulira mine swimming pool at about the time I started
school. Like most kids of that era we taught ourselves to swim. It was not until we moved to Bulawayo I realised breaststroke was my strength.
During training my dad would handicap the kids by giving each one a number to start after the go command was given so we would finish the
other end much the same time. Swimming at school was mostly a casual event with only a few training sessions held before the annual galas.
It was soon after the completion of the Hillside Smelter Project in Richards Bay that I heard about masters and swam in my first nationals in
1996 at Durban. After that I was hooked and roped my siblings into participating. Having spent many years since then living abroad the
nationals has become an annual pilgrimage to catch up with family and all the fabulous swim mates I have come to meet over the years.
Ray’s story: My earliest memories are of Crusaders Club in Bulawayo with Dad as coach. I was six years old at the time. I swam in many
school galas through the years and did compete in a number of Midmar Miles but surfing was definitely my first love! In 2003, I went to
watch my 3 siblings compete in the Nationals at King's Park in Durban. The old sibling rivalry kicked in and I swam my first Champs in East
London in 2004. I’ve missed a few due to injury but am fortunate that my tenth Champs will be this year in Durban. I am very pleased that
my son David is swimming this year as well and will be part of an all Baker relay with Ed, Tony and myself. I have seen a number of family
units competing in the various provinces over the years and believe in the saying “FAMILY THAT PLAY TOGETHER, STAY TOGETHER “
Annette’s story: What can I say except how lucky am I to have 3 gorgeous brothers who share my passion with me – SWIMMING!! My biggest
dilemma is when I stand at the poolside with all three of them lined up in the same race!! Whatever the result I’m one proud sister! I’ve
loved swimming from the time I was 6 years old and went with my Dad to watch Toy train in the Marievale pool. I swam in many school galas
and when in Bulawayo I managed to make the Matabeleland team as a junior. I got to see swimmers like Marilyn Sidelsky & Jenny Wood in
action. Then life took over and after raising three daughters, at the age of 45, Eddie bought me a very unusual birthday present, an entry for
the Midmar Mile! As well as a lot of encouragement from Tony to join masters, that’s when I took up swimming again and have never looked
back. My husband, Allen Thatcher, is not a Masters swimmer but has been a huge part of our swimming journey – always there to encourage
and support us. Allen and I spent 14 years in the UK and through my masters swimming we were able to visit many towns and cities.
Swimming has impacted on all aspects of my life – discipline in the pool has spilled over to many other areas. I’ve made so many good friends
along the way as well. The best part is that every swimming event is also another get together for the Baker family! Looking forward to
seeing you all in Durbs.

KZN Regional Report
The first half of the 2015/2016 season ended with the Christmas Gala at Gordon Road School on 5 th December,
with a very good turn out by the swimmers. There were a number of volunteers for timekeeping, starting and
runners with time slips. Everyone was in a very festive mood.
We had supported the Open Door Crisis Centre at our Winter Challenge, so took up a further involvement and
asked all our swimmers to bring along a medium sized gift bag with some special treats for “Goggos”. The
response was overwhelming and we handed over 50 gift bags to Open Door for Goggos, who head up families
where there are no parents. Well done guys!
Two KZN records were broken by A. Thatcher in 50m freestyle (33.84) and 200m Breaststroke (3.34.73), while
J. Ireland broke the KZN record in her age group for 200m Breaststroke. (3.43.18). both these ladies achieved
KZN Honours times.
Other KZN records went to W. Cook (200m Breaststroke 3.11.41), B. Shuttleworth (100m Freestyle 1.29.90)
W. Saunders (200m Breaststroke 8.22.00), J. Hughes (400m IM) and A. Baker (200m Breaststroke 3.27.50).
G. Tregenna swam 200m Breastroke to set an inaugural record in her age group 70 – 74 (4.54.29).
Congratulations to all record breakers and well done to all those who swam.

After our usual events

but,

as

always, we ended

the gala with our “Fun” Relay. Swimmers blew up balloons, ate marshmallows, swam on their backs while blowing whistles and wore
Christmas hats! Usually the fastest team wins, but this year Santa decided to give the result a ‘twist.’ The twist was only announced after the
relay!
The prizes were awarded to the “second to last team home”, which was received by everyone in the true Christmas spirit!
The ladies outdid themselves by bringing along their favourite salads and a festive braai was had in true SA fashion. There were mince pies,
chocolate squares and birthday cake for pudding as it was Rosemary Clark’s birthday! A fitting way to celebrate and end the year.

2106 has started with much activity in KZN as we continue with plans and arrangements for Nationals. Our first gala was extremely well
attended in preparation for March. A very good morning was had by all especially in the pool. Most swimmers appeared pleased with their
times, although the results are yet to be posted, and we look forward to more KZN and possible SA LC records at our Champs in February.
At both the Christmas and January gala we had some DUT students assisting with the timekeeping. These students have been trained, and
are now in practice for the Nationals in March. Well done guys.
Nationals is just over seven weeks away

. See you all soon - in DURBAN!

AMAKHOSI MASTERS SWIMMING

AMAKHOSI MASTERS NEW YEAR MESSAGE
New Year greetings to all Masters swimmers from the Border and Amakhosi Club.
After hosting a very festive Christmas party and enjoying a welcome break over Christmas and New Year, it is most encouraging
to find our Masters swimmers all back in the pool training and looking forward to the challenges of the New Year.
Amakhosi Masters swimming Club will be hosting three events in February in our effort to put back something into the Border
Swimming Region. On the 16th February, we host the Primary Schools only interschool Gala for Border, followed by the High
School on the 23rd February 2016.
Through our Committee we organize and run these galas to promote swimming and for the masters swimmers to interact with all
the schools. Amakhosi will also host a 1km challenge on Saturday 20th February, which is open to everyone. All participants will
receive a certificate recording their time and generally this event is well supported.
After that hectic February all that is left is for us Masters Swimmers to finalize their preparations for the Nationals in Durban.
We have no doubt that these Nationals will be successful and a wonderful example of how fun and friendship can be enjoyed.
Obviously the height of the bar shall be raised by Durban and Amakhosi will have to follow by example for the 2017 Nationals.
Here’s to 2016 and see you in the water.
Cheers
Kerry Skidmore
Amakhosi Club President

EASTERN PROVINCE MASTERS SWIMMING
From Elsa Craig

We swam at the Settlersdam last weekend and included is
a pic of the BEST team. The three Masters standing on the
left of the picture all qualified for Masters SA Open Water
Colours. It was a wonderful clear windless day so, no
doubt, ideal conditions for quick times.
Regards,
Elsa
The three Masters Swimmers on the left are Elsa Craig,
Erika Scheepers and Denise Bosman in that order from left
to right.

Western Province Masters
OUR PROFILE IS

Chris Donnelly

Who is Chris?
Presently, I coach a Masters squad at VA Constantia as well as seniors at
Wynberg Girls High School.
But for the background…
After school, I spent several years at character-forming jobs –
draughtswoman, secretary – before doing admin work at my local Karate
club, where I trained. At the time, Keep-fit To Music was introduced at the
studio. This was the start of the Aerobics revolution, and I was hooked.
Subsequently, after my black-belt grading, I went into part-ownership of
Super Bodies Health Studio in Wynberg. I had found my niche. The studio
was very popular and ran for three years before losing premises to Maynard
Mall. During this time I, and two others, took honours in a number of Aerobics competitions, regionally and nationally. I travelled
internationally to gain further education in this growing field.
I joined the Health & Racquet Club which had just been built and was the first of its kind, in Constantia, and was involved in coordinating
classes and instructors, including various workshops and courses. Personal training followed and, during pregnancy, a dip in the pool. Hooked
again. Not having shone at school sports, I revelled in this new form of training. Cut to a few years down the line and, voila! Coach Chris.
I love the sport for its physical effects, mental stimulation and social opportunities. I hoover up information from every available source, both
aural and visual. I feel strongest when I am able to impart knowledge that makes a difference in somebody’s life. I listen carefully and am
open to the changes that advancement brings.
The other parts of me enjoy mountain-biking (with many body “engravings” to show for the adventures), experiencing nature and all she
offers, reading, crosswords and socialising. Oh, and dancing. Or movement, of any type. Two priceless off-spring (21 and 23) and a husband
round off my life. I have much for which to be thankful. I plan to swim till I die. And coach as long as I will be accepted.
Spotted at the WP Aquatics Open Water Challenge, Jean Degenaar, Claire Amner, Kim Carey, Tarryn Stanford and Izak Spies who all very
well to finish in the top three in their respective events.

We'll meet again
Don't know where
Don't know when
But I know we'll meet again some sunny day.

Cheers for now!

So see you all, whenever, wherever and remember……………..

